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Hello Xoops Users,
I would like to present my latest theme!

wgCarservice is a theme for XOOPS (http://www.xoops.org)

- Full Responsive Theme
- OnePage-Design: each block area gets an own section and can be style individually
- developed with Bootstrap version 3

This theme is not developed for blogs or similar pages, it is primary for presentation of a
company.

Online demo and download: http://xoops.wedega.com

Live demo: http://buchner-service.de

On this site I used only blocks to show the information.
The position of the different blocks works as follow:

- Header
- Left Blocks
- Center Block left
- Center Block Center
- Center Block Right
- Blocks Right
- Content
- Bottom Blocks left | Bottom Blocks Center |Bottom Blocks Right

Used modules on this site:
- Xoops 2.5.7.2
- Publisher 1.02 RC
- Contact 2.23 (from https://github.com/myxoops/contact or wedega.com; this contact module
supports showing contact form as a block)
- wgSiteNotice 1.24 (from xoops.wedega.com)
- wgTeams 1.03 (from xoops.wedega.com)
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The pictures included in the theme are only for demo and the reuse of them is not allowed.
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